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GENERALIZED HAMILTONIAN EQUATIONS
FOR CONVEX PROBLEMS OF LAGRANGE

R. TYRRELL ROCKAFELLAR

Many nonclassical problems in the calculus of variations,
arising for example from control theory, correspond in a sense
to "Hamiltonian" functions which are not everywhere dif-
ferentiable, but are convex in one vector argument and con-
cave in the other. Optimal arcs in such problems satisfy
generalized ordinary differential equations, defined in terms of
subgradients of the "Hamiltonian." Such equations are treated
in this paper by convexity methods. An existence theorem is
derived from a result of Castaing, and various properties of
solutions are established.

A convex problem of Bolza, according to our terminology in a
preceding paper [6], is a variational problem of the form: minimize

(1.1) l(x(0), x(T)) + \TL(t, x(t), x{t))dt
Jo

over all absolutely continuous arcs x: [0, T]-+Rn (T fixed), where {
is a convex function from Rn x Rn to iϋ1U{+°°}, L(t, v ) is a convex
function from Rn x Rn to R1\J{ + ^} for each ί e [ 0 , Γ], and I and L
satisfy certain basic regularity conditions (given in [6]). Such a
problem is called a convex problem of Lagrange in the special case
where I is of the form

(0 if x(0) = a and x(T) = b ,
(1.2) l(x(0), x(T)) = : / ' '

( + co if χ(0) Φ a or x(T) Φ b ,

since then, in effect, one minimizes

(1.3) ΓΓLit, x(t), x(t))dt
Jo

subject to

(1.4) x(0) = a and x(T) = b .

The class of convex problems of Bolza was introduced in [6] be-
cause of its duality properties, and because it could be studied ex-
tensively by convexity methods, without resorting to differentiability
assumptions. In particular, we showed it was possible, by means of
the theory of subgradients of convex functions, to define generalized
Hamiltonian differential equations (with multivalued right-hand sides)
which serve, along with certain transversality conditions, to charac-
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terize, the optimal arcs in such problems. In a convex problem of
Lagrange, the transversality condition is trivial; it reduces to (1.4).

The generalized Hamiltonian equation for a convex problem of
Lagrange is:

(1.5) (-ϊ>(t), x{t)) e dH(t, x(t), p(t)) for almost every t ,

where H, the Hamiltonian function in the problem, is defined in
terms of the given Lagrangian function L by

(1.6) H(t, x, p) = sup {<>, py - L(t, x, v)} .

(<#,#> denotes the inner product in Rn.) Here H is an extended-real-
valued function on [0, T] x Rn x Rn and, by virtue of the convexity
of L(t, x, v) in (x, v), H(t, x, p) is concave as a function of x for every
{t, p) and convex as a function of p for every (t, x) (see [7, Th. 33.1]).
The symbol dH(t, x, p) denotes the set of all subgradients of the con-
cave-convex function H(t, v ) at the point (x, p). Thus dH(t, x, p) is
the set of all (u, v)eRn x Rn such that

(1.7a) H(t, x, p') ^ H(t, x, p) + <y, p'-p> for all p'eRn ,

(1.7b) H(t, x\ p) ^ H(t, x, p) + <u, x'-x> for all x'eRn .

If Hit, x, p) is differentiate with respect to x and p, this set reduces
to the gradient of H(t, , ) at (», p), and condition (1.5) reduces to the
classical Hamiltonian system:

(1.8) x(t) = ^ ( ί , α (ί), p{t)) and p(ί) = - ^ ( ί , x(f), p(t)) .

We showed in particular in [6] that, if x{t) and p{t) satisfy (1.5), the
arc x minimizes the integral (1.3) over the class of all arcs having
the same endpoints as x, and the arc p has the same property with
respect to a certain Lagrangian function M dual to L.

The purpose of this paper is to prove some theorems about solu-
tions to the generalized Hamiltonian equation (1.5), where H is any
extended-real-valued function on [0, T] x Rn x Rn such that H(t, x, p)
is concave in x and convex in p. The first task is to deduce an ex-
istence theorem for (1.5) from a general result of C. Castaing [1] for
differential equations with multivalued righthand sides. This involves
an analysis of the regularity of the multifunction

(£, x, p) > dH(t, x, p) .

We then study properties of solution arcs (x(f), p(t))9 showing in
particular that, as in the classical case, H(x(t), p(t)) is constant along
such an arc, if H is independent of t and finite in a neighborhood of
the arc.
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2* Existence theorem* As stated in the introduction, we shall
assume throughout this paper that H is an extended-real-valued func-
tion on [0, T] x Rn x Rn such that Hit, x, p) is concave in x and
convex in p. (A detailed account of the theory of extended-real-
valued concave-convex functions may be found in [7].) It is not re-
quired that H correspond by formula (1.6) to a function L satisfying
the conditions in [6].

We shall also assume that Hit, x, p) is a (Lebesgue) measurable
function of t for every ix, p) e Rn x Rn. This entails no loss of gen-
erality for applications to convex problems of Bolza or Lagrange,
because of the following fact.

LEMMA 1. If H is the Hamiltonian corresponding to a Lagrangian
function L satisfying conditions (A) and (B) of [6], then Hit, xit), pit))
is a measurable function of te [0, T] for any measurable functions
x: [0, T]-+Rn and p: [0, T] ->Rn.

Proof. Let x be a measurable function from [0, T] to Rn, and let

(2.1) fit, v) = Lit, xit), v) .

Let D denote the set of all t e [0, T] such that, for at least one
veRn,fit,v)< +oo. Conditions (A) and (B) or [6] imply by [5,
Corollary 4.5] that D is measurable, and that / is a (Lebesgue) normal
convex integrand on D x Rn (see [4], [5] or [6] for the definition of
"normal convex integrand"). Therefore the conjugate integrand

(2.2) /*(*, p) = sup. {<*, p> - fit, v)}

is normal on D x Rn [4, Lemma 5], and this implies that /*(£, pit))
is a measurable function of t e D for any measurable function p: D-+Rn

[5, corollary to Lemma 5]. Since H is the Hamiltonian corresponding
to L, we have

(2.3) Hit, xit), p) = Πt, p)

from (1.6), where Hit, xit), p) = — oo for all pe Rn if t £ D. In view
of the measurability of D, it follows that Hit, xit), pit)) is a measurable
function of te [0, T] for any measurable function p: [0, T\—>Rn, and
the proof of Lemma 1 is complete.

By a solution to the generalized Hamiltonian equation for H on
an interval Ic[0, T], we shall mean, of course, a pair of absolutely
continuous functions x: I-^Rn and p: I—>Rn such that (1.5) is satisfied
for tel.

THEOREM 1. Let U be an open subset of Rn x Rn such that, for
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every (x, p) e U, H(t, x, p) is finite and summable as a function of
te [0, T]. Let W be any compact subset of U. Then there exists a
positive t0 such that, for every (a, c) e W, the generalized Hamiltonian
equation for H has at least one solution on [0, t0] satisfying

(2.4) x(0) = a and p(0) = c .

Furthermore, if S(a, c) denotes the set of all such solutions, regarded
as a subset of the Banach space of continuous functions from [0, t0]
to Rn x Rn, then S(a, c) is compact, and the multifunction S: (a, c) —•
S(a, c) is upper semicontinuous on W.

Theorem 1 will be deduced by convexity arguments from the
following result. Here we denote the euclidean norm of a vector w
by \w\.

THEOREM (Castaing [1]). Let Ω be an open subset of Rm, and
let F be a multifunction from [0, T] x Ω to Rm such that

(a) F(t, z) is a nonempty compact convex set for every t e [0, T]
and ze Ω;

(b) for every te [0, T], the multifunction F(t, *) is upper semi-
continuous from Ω to Rm;

(c) for every zeΩ, the multifunction F(',z) is (Lebesgue)
measurable from [0, T] to Rm;

(d) there exists a summable, real-valued function a on [0, T]
such that \w\ ^ oc(t), whenever w e F(t, z), te [0, T] and zeΩ.

Let W be a compact subset of Ω. Then there is a positive tQ

such that, for each de Ω, there exists at least one absolutely con-
tinuous function z: [0, t0] —• Rm satisfying z(0) = d and z(t) e F(t, z(t))
for almost every t. Furthermore, if S(d) denotes the set of all such
functions z, regarded as a subset of the Banach space ( ^ [ 0 , t0], then
S(d) is compact, and the multifunction S: d—>S(d) is upper semi-
continuous on W.

The upper semicontinuity in condition (b) means, of course, that
for every te[O, T], every zeΩ and every open set V containing
F{t, z), there exists a neighborhood N of z such that F(t, zf) c V for
all z' e N. The measurability in condition (c) means that, for every
zeΩ and every closed subset C of Rm, the set

{ίe[0, T]\F(t,z)Γ)C ^ 0}

is measurable.
To prove Theorem 1, we apply Castaing's Theorem to a suitable

neighborhood Ω of W in U, with z = (x, p) and
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F(t, z) = {{v, -u) I (u, v) e dH(t, x, p)} .

We need only show that conditions (a), (b), (c) and (d) are satisfied
in this case under the assumptions in Theorem 1, and the following
lemmas serve this purpose. (One may take Ω to be any open set
containing W such that the closure K of Ω is a compact subset of U.)

LEMMA 2. Let U be an open subset of Rn x Rn such that, for
every t e [0, T] and (x, p) e U, H(t, x, p) is finite. Then dH(t, x, p) is
a nonempty compact convex set for every t e [0, T] and (x, p) e U.
Furthermore, for every te [0, T] the multifunction dH(t, v ) is upper
semicontinuous from U to Rn x Rn, and for every (x, p) e U the
multifunction dH(', x, p) is measurable from [0, T] to Rn x Rn.

Proof. Since H(t, v ) is a concave-convex function which is finite
on U, dH(t, x, p) is a nonempty compact convex set [7, p. 374], and
the multifunction dH(t, y ) is upper semicontinuous on U [7, Corollary
35.7.1]. To verify the measurability of the multifunction dH(% x, p)
for a fixed (x,p)e U, it suffices according to [5, Corollary 3.2] (see
also [2]) to demonstrate that h(t, y, q) is a measurable function of
t e [0, T] for each (y, q) e Rn x Rn, where

(2.5) h(t, y, q) = max {<u, yy + <v, q} \ (u, v) e dH(t, x, p)} .

We have show in [7, pp. 373-374] that this support function h is also
given by the formula

(2.6) h ( t , y , q) = H ' ( t , x , p ; 0, q) - H ' ( t , x , p ; - y , 0 ) ,

where

H'(t, x, p; 0, q) = lim H& x> * + λ ^ ~ H«> x>
>ϊ 1 o

H'(t, x, p; -y, 0) = lim
λϊ

>ϊ 1 o X

X

Therefore

(2.7) h(t, y, q) = li » x> *> + λ ^ " H^ X ~

(Note that the difference quotients make sense here, at least for λ
sufficiently small, by our assumptions on U.) Since H is measurable
in t, it follows from (2.7) that h(m, y, q) is the pointwise limit of a
sequence of measurable functions on [0, T] and hence is itself a
measurable function on [0, T].

LEMMA 3. Let U be an open subset of Rn x Rn such that, for
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every (x, p) e U, H(t, x, p) is finite and summable as a function of
te[O, T\. Let K be a compact subset of U. Then there exists a
summable, real-valued function a on [0, T] such that

(2.8) I H(t, x', p') - H(t, x,p)\£ a(t)\ (a?', j/) - (x, p) \

for every te [0, T], (x, p)eK and (x'9 p')eK .

Furthermore, for such a function a one has \ (u, v) | ^ ct(t), whenever
(u, v) e dH(t, x, p), t e [0, T] and (x, p) e K.

Proof. We shall show that, for every (α, c) e K, there exist an
open neighborhood V of (α, c) and a summable, real-valued function
av on [0, T] such that

(2.8') I H(t, x ' , p') - H(t, x,p)\^ av(t)\ {xf, pr) - (x, p) \

for e v e r y t e [0, T], (x, p)eV a n d (x', p') e V .

This will imply, by the following argument, that (2.8) holds for some
a. Since K is compact, there exist points

(ak, ck)eK, k = 1, . . . , q ,

together with bounded open neighborhoods Vk and summable functions
aV]c satisfying (2.8') such that

KdV.U ••• U Vq.

We have

I H(t, x,p)\^\ H(t, ak, ck) I + aVk(t)\ (x, p) - (ak, ck) |

by (2.8'), whenever (x, p) e VkJ and this implies the existence of a
summable function p on [0, T] such that

(2.9) I H(t, x,p)\<^ p{t) for every (x, p)eK .

It is possible to choose a positive d such that, whenever (x, p) e K
and (#', pf) e K satisfy

(2.10) I (&', p') - (x, p) I ̂  δ ,

there is a Vk containing both (x, p) and (a?', p'). Then

I H(t, x ' , p') - H(t, x,p)\^ m a x aVk(t)\ (x'f p') - (a?, p) | ,
Λ=i, ,ςr

whenever (x, p)eK and (x', p') e K satisfy (2.10). On the other hand,
we have

I H(t, xf, p') - H(t, x,p)\£ 2pit)δ~1\ (x', p') - (a?, p) \
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by (2.9), whenever (x, p)eK and (&', p')eK do not satisfy (2.10).
Therefore (2.8) holds for

a(t) = max{2/0(t)δ-1

> αF l(ί), , αFg(ί)}

this a is summable because the functions p and aVje are summable.
Let (α, c) e K. Choose any subset of U of the form

{(a* Pi) I ί = 1> , r and j = 1, , s}

whose convex hull, which we shall denote by P, is a (closed) neigh-
borhood of (a, c) lying in ?7. Choose a positive ε sufficiently small
that the set

V = {(x, p) 11 x - a I < 2ε and \p - c\ <2e)

is contained in P, and let

F = {(x, p) 11 x — a I < ε and | p — c | < ε} .

We shall construct a summable, real-valued function av on [0, T] such
that (2.8') holds.

As the first step, we construct a summable, real-valued function
β on [0, T] such that

(2.11) \H(t, x,p)\^ β(t) for all (ί, x, p) e [0, T] x Vf .

Let (a?, p) be any point of P such t h a t | p — c | < 2ε. Then p belongs
to the convex hull of {p3\j = 1, •••, s}, and hence by the convexity
of H(t, x, •) we have

(2.12) H(t, x, p) ^ A(ί, ») >

where

(2.13) ^ ( ί , x) = max H(t, x, pά) .
i = i , ,8

Assuming that p Φ c, we have c = (1 — λ)p + λp for

p = c - (e/\p - c\)(p - c)

λ = ε/(ε+ \p - c\) .

Note that \p — c\ = ε, and hence (x, p) e V and

by the argument just given. Since 0 < λ < 1, we have

H{t, x, c) ^ (1 - \)H(t, x, p) + XH(t, x, p)
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and consequently

H(t, x, p) ^ X~\H(t, x, c) - I A(ί, x) I)

= e- 1 (e+|p-c |)(f f( ί ,α;,c)

Of course, (2.14) also holds trivially if p = c. The last expression in
(2.14) is concave as a function of p, inasmuch as

by (2.12). Therefore

(2.15) H(t, x, p) ^ &(ί, a?) ,

where

(2.16) &(ί, a?) = min ε~x(ε + |p y - c|)(fΓ(ί, α, c) -
i = i , ,s

Setting

(2.17) ^(ί, a?) - |A(ί, a?) I + |A(ί, a?)| ,

we have

(2.18) \H(t,x,p)\ ^

This holds for any t e [0, T] and (a?, p) e P such that | p - c \ < 2ε. Ob-
serve that β(t, x) is finite and summable in t for fixed x by formulas
(2.13), (2.16), (2.17) and our assumptions on H.

We now reason similarly in the x argument. Let (x, p) be any
point F ' Then x belongs to the convex hull of {x{ | i = 1, , r}, so
that

, a;, p) ^ min Jϊ(ί, α;i? p) .
i = l, ,r

We have \H(t, xi9 p)\ ^ yδ(ί, xj by (2.18), and hence

(2.19) H(t, x, p) ^

where

() / )
i=l , . ,r

Assuming that x Φ a, we have α = (1 — μ)x + /̂ a? for

ic = a — (ε/\x — a\)(x — a) ,

/£ = e/(6 + \x- a\) .

Here \x — α| = ε, so that (», p) e F' ; therefore

ί, », P) ^
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holds, by the argument used to establish (2.19). Thus

H(t, a, p) ^ (1 - μ)H(t, x, p) + μH(t, x, p)

^ - \M)\ +μH(t,x,p),

and we have

(2.20) H(t, x, p) ^ μ~\H{t, a, V) +

= ε-^ε + \x - a\)(H(t, α, p) + \fa(t)\)

The latter also holds trivially if x = α. Since the final expression in
(2.20) is convex as a function of x, and a; belongs to the convex hull
of {Xi I i = 1, , r}, it follows that

, α, p) ^ max ε-^e + |αj4 - α|)(H(ί, α,
i = l, ,r

Thus

(2.21) JEί(ί, », p) ^ ^ 2 ( i)

by inequality (2.18), where

β2(t) = _max ε-^ε + \xt - a\)(β(t, a) +

The function /9 on [0, Γ] defined by

β(t) =

is finite and summable, according to the construction of βλ and β2,
and it satisfies (2.11) as desired.

We now demonstrate that (2.8') holds for

av(t) = 4ε

Let (x, p) and (x', p') be points of V. Since

\H(t, x\ p') - H(t, x,p)\^ \H(t, %', p') - H(t, x, p') \

+ \H{t,x,pr) -H(t,x,p)\ ,

it is enough to show that

{2.22) \H(t, x', pf) - H(t, x, p')\ ^ av(t)\xf - x\/2 ,

(2.23) \H(t, x, p') - H(t, x,p)\£ av{t)\p' - p\/2 .

The argument is the same for both inequalities, except for the sub-
stitution of concavity for convexity, and for this reason we treat only
{2.23). Assuming that p Φ pr, we have p' = (1 — θ)p + θp" for

V" = V' + (e/W - P\W ~ V) ,
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The points (x, p) and (x, p") belong to V, so that

I H(t, x,p)\^ β{t) and | H(t, x, p") | ^ β(t)

by (2.11). Since H(t, x, •) is a convex function and 0 < Θ < 1, we have

H(t, x, p') ^ (1 - θ)H(t, x, p) + ΘH(t, x, p") .

Therefore

H(t, x, p') - H{t, x, p) ^ θ[H(t, x, p") - H(t, x, p)] ^ 2θβ(t)

= 2β(t)\p' - p\l(e + \p' - p\) ^ 2e~ιβ{t)\pf -p\.

By the same argument with the roles of pf and p reversed, we also>
have

H ( t , x , p ) - H ( t , x , p') ^ 2 e - ' β ( t ) \ p - p ' \ ,

and hence (2.23) is valid.
Only the final assertion of Lemma 3 remains to be proved. Let

t e {0, Γ], (x, p)eK and (u, v) e dH(t, x, p). We have

(2.24) I (u, v) |2 - <u, uy + O, vy ^ h(t, u, v) ,

where h is defined by (2.5). As observed in the proof of Lemma 1,.
h is also given by (2.7), so that from inequality (2.8) we have

I h(t, u, v)\ = lim
^lo λ

(2.25)
ίg hm λ"1α(ί)| (x, p + Xv) — (x — Xu, p) \

= a(t)\(u, v)\ .

Combining (2.24) and (2.25), we see that \(u, v)\ ^ a(t).

3* Properties of solutions*

THEOREM 2. Let U be an open subset of Rn x Rn such that, for
every (x, p) e Uy H(t, x, p) is finite and bounded as a function of
te[0, T]. If x(t) and p(t) satisfy the generalized Hamiltonian equ-
ation for H over a closed interval Id [0, T] and

(3.1) (x(t), p{t)) e U for every tel,

then x(t) and p(t) are essentially bounded as functions of tel.

Proof. Let

(3.2) K = {(x(t), p(t)) | ί e J } .
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Then if is a compact subset of U. The theorem is obtained by ap-
plying to K the last assertion of the following lemma, which is a
stronger version of Lemma 3.

LEMMA 4. Let U be an open subset of Rn x Rn such that, for
every (x, p) e Z7, H(t, x, p) is finite and bounded as a function of
te[0, T], Let K be a compact subset of U. Then there exists a
constant a such that

{Hit, x', p') - H(t, x,p)\^ a\(x'f p') - (x, p)\

for every te [0, T], (x, p)eK and (xf, p')eK .

Furthermore, for such a constant a one has |(u, v)\ tί oc, whenever
(u, v) e dH(t, x, p), t e [0, T] and (x, p) e K.

Proof. The compactness argument in the first paragraph of the
proof of Lemma 3 shows that (3.3) holds for some a, if for every
(α, c)eK and every sufficiently small neighborhood V of (a, c), there
exists a constant av such that

\H(t, x\ p') - H(t, x,p)\£ av\(x', p') - (x, p)\

for every t e [0, Γ], (x, p)eV and (x\ p') e V .

Thus we need only establish (3.3) for sets K of sufficiently small
diameter, and we may assume without loss of generality that there
exist open convex subsets C and D in Rn such that

KczC x Da U.

The fact that (3.3) holds in the latter case for some a has already
been proved in [7, Th. 35.2]. The last sentence of the lemma is
established by the argument in the last paragraph of the proof of
Lemma 3.

THEOREM 3. Let U be an open subset of Rn x Rn such that, on
[0, T] x U, H is finite, and dH/dt exists and is continuous. If x(t)
and p(t) satisfy the generalized Hamiltonian equation for H over
an interval / c [ 0 , T], and

(x(t), p{t)) e U for every te I,

then H{t, x(t), p{t)) is a continuously differentiable function of te I,
and one has

(3.4) -%-H(t, x(t), p(t)) = ~{t, x(t), p(t)) , t e l .
dt dt
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Proof. It is enough to show that H(t, x(t), p(t)) is an absolutely-
continuous function of t e I, and that (3.4) holds almost everywhere.
Since the properties to be established are local in t, there is no loss
of generality if we suppose / to be closed (and nontrivial) and suf-
ficiently small that (x(t), p(t')) e U for every t e I and V e I. The set
K defined by (3.2) is then compact, so that (3.3) holds for some con-
stant a by Lemma 4. The continuous differentiability of H in t on
[0, T] x U implies the existence of a constant a' such that

\H(t', x, p) - H(t, x, p)\ ^ a'\t' - t\ ,

wherever (x, p) e K, t e [0, T] and ί'e[0, T]. On the other hand,
Theorem 2 implies the existence of a constant a" such that

\(x(t'), p(t')) - (x(t), p(t))\ ^ a"\t' - t\

for every t e l and V e / . We have

\H(t', x(t'), p(t')) - H(t, x(t), p(t))\

^ \H(t', x(t'), p{t')) - H(t', x(t), p{t))\ + \H(t', x(t), p(t))

- H(t, x(t), p(t))\

g a\(x(t'), p{t')) - (x(t), p(t))\ +*'\t' -t\

^ (aa" + ar)\t' - t\

for every t e I and V e /, and this implies in particular that H( , x(Λ), p('))
is absolutely continuous on /.

Since x(t) and p(t) are absolutely continuous functions of tel,
there exists a subset D of I with the following properties: the com-
plement of D in I has measure zero, the derivative functions x and
p are defined throughout D, and for every t e D there is a decreasing
sequence {ίj in D such that

(3.5) U > t, x(U) > x(t) and p(Q > p(t) .

(This may be deduced easily from Lusin's Theorem [3, p. 243] and the
fact that x(t) and p(t) are almost-everywhere-defined, measurable func-
tions of t.) Deleting a set of measure zero from D if necessary, we can
arrange also that the derivative (d/dt)H(t, x(t), p(t)) exists for every
te D, and that

(3.6) (-i>(t), x(t)) e dH(t, x(t), p(t)) for every t e D .

We shall verify that (3.4) holds for every t e D, and this will prove
Theorem 3.

Let te D, and let {ίj be a decreasing sequence in D such that
(3.5) holds. We have
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(3.7) ±-H(t, x(t), p(t)) = lim H&> x^' ***«>> ~ H«' x^> *><*»
dt *-»- t, — t

by our assumptions. We shall show that (dH/dt)(t, x(t), pit)) is a lower
bound to this limit, and that it is also an upper bound, thereby prov-
ing equality. The numerator in the difference quotient in (3.7) can
be expressed as

Hit,, xit,), pit,)) - Hit,, xit), pit,))

(3.8) + H(tif x(t), pit,)) - Hit, x(t), pit,))

+ H(t, xit), pit,)) - Hit, x(t), pit)) .

Since

i-ί>iti), *(**)) e dH(ti9 xfo), pit,))

by (3.6), we see from inequality (1.7b) in the definition of dH that

H(tif x(t), pit,)) tί Hit,, x(U), Pit,)) + (-Pit,), x(t) - xiφ ,

or in other words

(3.9) Hit,, xiU), pit,)) - Hit,, xit), pit,)) ^ -(pit,), x(U) - xiφ .

Similarly, we see from (3.6) and inequality (1.7a) in the definition of
dH that

(3.10) Hit, xit), pit,)) - Hit, xit), pit)) ^ (xit), pit,) -

The difference quotient in (3.7) is therefore not less than

Hjt,, xjt), pjt,)) - Hjt, xjt), pjt,))
t, - t

( 3 " U ) / χ(tt) - *(*) \ + / m P(U) - Pit)
> + m

The limit of expression (3.11) as i —* co is

ί, a (ί), p{t)) -

and we may therefore conclude that

The proof of the opposite inequality is parallel; in place of (3.8), one
considers the expression

U, xiU), piU)) - Hit,, xit,), Pit))

(3.12) + HiU, xiU), Pit)) - Hit, xiU), Pit))

+ Hit, xiU), Pit)) - Hit, xit), pit))
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for the numerator of the difference quotient in (3.7).

COROLLARY. Let H be independent of t, and let U be an open
subset of Rn x Rn on which H is finite. If x(t) and p(t) satisfy
the generalized Hamiltonian equation for H over an interval I, and
(x(t)9 p(t)) belongs to U for every tel, then

H(x(t), p{t)) = const., t e l .

Note that Theorem 2 is also applicable under the assumptions in
this corollary.

Following the terminology of [7], we shall say that the concave-
convex function H(t, v ) is proper for a given t, if there exists some
(α, c)eRn x Rn such that

(3.13a) H(t, a,p)> -co for every peRn ,

(3.13b) H(t, x, c) < + oo for every xeRn .

This condition is satisfied for every t e [0, T], if H is the Hamiltonian
function corresponding to a Lagrangian function L satisfying condition
(A) of [6] (see [7, Th. 34.2]). If H(t, v ) is proper and dH(t, x, p) is
nonempty, one has — oo < H(t, x, p) < + oo, as may easily be deduced
from relations (3.13) and the definition of dH(t, x, p).

THEOREM 4. Let (Xi(t), Pι{t)) satisfy the generalized Hamiltonian
equation for H over the interval la [0, Γ], i = 1, 2. If H(t, , ) is
proper for every tel, the function

(3.14) f{t) = <xλ{t) - a?2(ί), Pl(t) - p2(φ

is nondecreasing on I. Moreover, if f is constant on a subinterval
Γ of J, then for any λ e [0, 1] and μ e [0, 1] the arcs

χ(t) = (1 - X)χ1(t) + XX2(t) ,
( 3 ' 1 5 ) P(t) = (1 - μ)p1(t) + μp2it) ,

satisfy the generalized Hamiltonian equation over I', and one has

Hit, xit), pit)) = (1 - λ)(l - μ)H(t, xtf), ptf))

(3.16) + λ(l - μ)H(t, xΛ(t), p,(t))

+ (1 - X)μHit,x1it),p2it)) + XμHit,x2it),p2it)) .

for every teΓ.

Proof. The function / is absolutely continuous. For almost
every tel, Xiit) and &(£) are defined, and one has
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(3.17) (-A(ί), *<(«)) e dH(t, &<(«), Pi(t)) , i = 1, 2 .

Furthermore, relation (3.17) implies by definition that

(3.18a) H(t, α?2(ί), ^(i)) ^ H(t, ^(ί), ^(ί)) + <

(3.18b) -H(t, xtf), p2(t)) ^ -H{t, xM Pi(ί)) ~

(3.18c) H(t, xtf), p£(ί)) ^ JΓ(ί, a52(*)f p2(t)) + <-&(«), ^ ( ί ) - a?2(ί)> ,

(3.18d) -H(t, a?2(ί), p^ί)) ^ -fΓ(ί, α?2(ί), p2(ί)) - <42(ί),

Here H{t, »<(*), Pi(ί)) is finite for i = 1, 2 by (3.17) and the remark
preceding the theorem, and hence H(t, x2(t), p^t)) and H(t, ^(ί), p2(*))
are also finite, in view of the inequalities (3.18). Adding the in-
equalities (3.18), we see that for almost every t

0 ^ ^ ( ί ) - 42(ί), Pί(t) -

+ <A(t) ft(ί) Λxίί) - a?2(ί)> =

Thus the derivative / ' is nonnegative almost everywhere on /, and
/ is consequently nondecreasing.

If / is constant on a subinterval /', then / ' vanishes on Γ and,
as seen from the derivation of (3.19), equality must hold for teΓ in
(3.18 a-d). Suppose that this is true, and that x(t) and p(t) are given
by (3.15). Since Hit, , p^t)) is a concave function, equality in (3.18a)
and (3.18c) implies

H(t, x(t), Pi(t))
(3.20a)

= (1 - \)H(t, xtf), pt(t)) + \H(t, α?2(ί), Pi(t))9 i = 1, 2 .

Similarly, equality in (3.18b) and (3.18d) implies

(3.20b) = (1 - i«)fl (ίf ^(ί), ^(ί)) + ^ ( t , ^ ( 0 , P,(ί)), i = 1, 2 .

From (3.20a) and the concavity-convexity of iί(ί, , •), we have

H(t, x(t), p{t)) ^ (1 - jtί)JEΓ(ί, as(ί), px(ί)) + μH(t, x(t), p,(ί))

The opposite inequality is obtained similarly from (3.20b), and this
proves (3.16).

We show now that x(t) and p(t) satisfy the generalized Hamiltonian
equation for H over Γ, in other words that the inequalities

(3.21a) H{t, xit), p') 5: H(t, x(t), pit)) + <4(t), p' - p(ί)> ,

(3.21b) Hit, x', pit)) ^ Hit, xit), pit)) + <-ji(ί), «' - x
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hold for almost every t e /', if xf and pf are arbitrary vectors in Rn.
We have

(3.22) H(t, x(t), p') ^ (1 - \)H(t, xM p') + λfΓ(ί, x2(t), p') .

On the other hand, by (3.16) we have (for almost every t)

H(t, α^ί), p') 2r H(t, xtf),

H(t, a>2(ί), p') ^ fΓ(ί, a?2(ί), p2(ί)) + <*2(ί), p f - 2>2(ί)> .

Furthermore, equality in (3.17d) implies

H(t, a?2(ί), p2(ί)) + <42(ί), P' -

Therefore, from (3.22) and (3.20a)

H(t, x(t), pf) ^ (1 - λ)[£Γ(ί, ^(ί), ^(ί)) + ^ ( ί ) , p' -

(3.23) + \[H(t, xt(t), pt(t)) + <42(ί), p' -

= H(t, x(t), pat))

The same argument, with the roles of pι and p2 reversed, also yields
the inequality

(3.24)

Thus

^ H(t, x(t), p(t)) + <*(ί), p' - p(t)> ,

and (3.21a) is established. The proof of (3.21b) is by a parallel
argument.

COROLLARY. Let H be independent of t and proper, and let x(t)
and p(t) satisfy the generalized Hamiltonian equation for H over an
interval I. Then the function

g(t) = <4(ί), P(t)>

is (essentially) nondecreasing on I.

Proof. Let Γ be any closed, bounded subinterval of the interior
of J. If h is a sufficiently small nonzero real number, the arcs

= (x(t + h), p{t + h)) ,

, p{t))
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are defined over Γ and in fact satisfy the generalized Hamiltonian
equation over /'. The function

9κ(t) = <x(t + h) - x(t), p(t + h) - p(φ/h2

is then nondecreasing on Γ by Theorem 4. For almost every teΓ9

the limit of gh(t) as h tends to 0 exists and equals g(t); therefore g(t)
is essentially nondecreasing on V.
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